
  

Breakdown in “due diligence” in Budgetting
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Parliament resumes on 21 November and Parliamentarians will have a pdf summarising the sad 
consequences of suppression & oppression after 6 months from 21 May – a woeful budget as 
predicted, so entirely avoidable but for continued “Morrison malevolence” in line with Albanese 
vs Tanner in 2007 through to Morrison’s disgrace. 
 
This situation can be repaired, if the PM keeps his promises and Australia sees the benefits. 
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SCORECARD – deviations from ethical standards & promises to reform

Albanese Government-post LNP

• Theft

• Corrupt Intent, coercive control

• Engineering Incompetence

• Economic Incompetence

• Social Neglect & Contempt

• Deceit

Wran/Unsworh & Cox

• Integrity, professionalism

• Innovation, problem-solving

• Value for  Money

• Respectful towards peers

• Open processes directed to Outcomes

• Leadership

How proud are you of yourselves? – a message to Labor & Independent  Parliamentarians

• World Bank:  corruption distorts international dynamics and national productivity. 
• iA & OECD:  early re-focussing of resources to improve recovery, prosperity and climate responsibilities and reduce 

debt  is necessary. 
• Grattan and Gibbons: intensive studies of inefficiency, better ideas & options, and governance.

• Governments have rejected methodical Budgetting and “due diligence” (aka “Treasury Regs”) since about 1995 in 
NSW and 2007 nationally.  2022 Budget is a denial of needs-based planning and implementation.

PM Albanese’s promises to “end the shameful tolerance of corruption” and “I know I have to change and I will” have 
been denied in  practice.  National Anti-Corruption will miss most corruption centres and processes as in NSW.
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The PM said he would change 

 

 
 

Outcome-based budgetting, including “repair” of wastage and inefficiency and re-direction to 
sound investments and productive assets with less debt, and community engagement, are 
intrinsic counterparts but national and state treasuries find them unfamiliar.  As OECD put the 
challenge,  

Starting a review of public expenditures early is important because reallocation of spending 
towards priority areas is usually gradual.   Reviewing all government expenditure will be 
necessary to ensure adequate spending on high-priority areas and people, and enhance 
growth without threatening debt sustainability.   

The 2022 Federal Budget was correctly predicted to exclude “repair”, camouflage dysfunctions as 
well as neuter the most productive ideas.  Recent  NSW Budgets were falsified to hide legal 
contingencies.  The architects in both were past warmongers and so protected their backs at the 
expense of the health, living affordability and future sustainability of our citizens. 
 

The question is, will the Government “repair” that credibility chasm and ensure 
robust arrangements for the Climate Change Authority and National Anti-
Corruption Commission to work within? 

 
Albanese’s election centrepieces were integrity and climate, but he has no plans or pathways - to 
work out how to get “there” includes working-back from the patterns behind the targets and 
gaining support for the practical elements of the transition including trustworthy budgetting in 
line with outcomes, not set as “gifting”, and reliable, timely and uniform data.   
 
For suppressing this from 2015, for 8 successive years, alone but add the destruction of the 
Western Sydney economy, Kennedy’s performance should be reviewed, not condoned: 
 

budget integration with climate and demographic change, and future generations through 
program effectiveness, responsible debt and proper climate mitigation programs (“plans”).  

PM Albanese said “I will change”:  He & Treasurer Chalmers are defending the past
• PM Albanese 2007 – 13 and then with PM 

Morrison 2019 – 21

• Turnbull & Morrison with Kennedy

• Morrison & Frydenberg with Kennedy  and 

with Albanese on 6 critical appeasements

• PM Albanese & Chalmers with Kennedy
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• Continuation of LNP Budget “gifting” 

without engagement over options to 

address

• Climate change mitigation & AUKUS in 

regions – Newcastle exemplar

• Corona resilience to complement well-

planned medical and security 

precautions against crippling Corona 

loads

• Continuation of intimidation & 

maladministration in integrity  and 

administration
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Treasurer / Treasury with PM 

Albanese have suppressed:

• Focused, proportionate, fast and 

scalable “stimulus” incentives & 

penalties to reverse malenomics in 

medical & economic lethargy 

including bushfire risk reduction

• 2015 -22 National Cooperative 

Infrastructure Review to address 

climate and demographic change 

with in-built “smart politics”, 

OECD-type methodologies, strong 

engagement and financial fairness

• De-establishment of “national 

cabinet” and replacement with 

National Council – to strengthen 

transparency & engagement, 

professional medical & economic 

outcomes, and solid cooperation

• 2019 Budget & MYEFO 
confusion about 
“recession” , Morrison/ 
Frydenberg/ Kennedy in 
denial,  Chalmers 
unknowing abt suppression 
& very quiet on Kennedy

• 2020 Fires then corona 
confusion, economic & 
medical mayhem, $130 
billion stupidity welcomed 
by AFR/Australian, and 
QANTAS/HNorman  
largesse, Chalmers quiet

• Forgotten casuals, SMEs, 
brutal closures of Borders, 
Labor strong on social 
protection, Chalmers quiet 
on Frydenberg/Kennedy

• 2021-22 Frydenberg/ 
Kennedy corruption, 
confusion, deceit and malice 
esp over Health & 
quarantine, 
Chalmers/Albanese 
continue malevolence
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Currently “gifting” dominates the 2022 Budget and portfolio plans which denies system 
linkages and maintains corruption.   
 

This is expressed in several books but especially my major published proposal to strengthen the 
economic mitigation elements of the Climate Change Act along the lines of my Newcastle NSIP 
(arguably the world’s fastest and  most effective response to de-carbonisations a regional 
economy).   
 
In any case, the Budget needs adjustments in the normal course of adjusting to claims for 
compensation from low-lying nations as well as companies disadvantaged by poor IT and other 
tendering practices (including Entrepreneurs’ Program).  In particular it depends on maximum 
utilisation of available financial and human resources.  It requires an understanding of past 
successes , as in the world’s fastest and arguably most successful de-carbonisation, Newcastle 
NSW.   
 
There is “no one size fits all” and replacement manufacturing employment is likely to be less than 
30 per cent of total new employment.  The rest, where it eventuates, will be more dispersed than 
previously.  It is important to start as fast as possible as delays and gaps accumulate: 
 
European, Asian and American, as well 
as NZ and other island nations, see no 
room to dilly-dally on what the IMF calls 
the “idiosyncratic drag” of corona 
lassitude, carbon laziness and conflicted 
interests.  Two years ago OECD 
developed excellent guidelines which 
melded “economic”, governance, equity 
and energy imperatives.  The LNP now 
ALP eschewed it.  This illustration is so 
simple that some might feel insulted, but 
stripping away econometric 
complications, the “opportunity cost of 
time” is deadly real.  

 

 
By contrast the eastern seabord of Australia has a ports and logistics network which is 
unsustainable and even unviable in major respects, hindering wider regional adaptation due to 
continuing poor planning, silo-thinking and refusal to repair mistakes made in the 2000s onwards.   
 
All should remember this: 
 

The whole of Australia is suffering the effects of “Bairdijiklian Malenomics” which started in 
NSW in June 2012.  Specific indicators include rejection of “BUDGET REPAIR” and better advice, 
theft of cherry-picked ideas, and ~  

• Political confusion and variability, no “plan”, excessive delays in adjustments, clumsy 
mechanisms 

• Lack of “balance” between cities & regions, “imbalance” in infrastructure spending 
between modes and philosophies, and high community impacts 

• Excessive reliance on debt, projects have extremely low “revenue cover” (less than 5% in 
the Metros) and low to negative benefit/cost ratios 
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• Engineering crises in WestConnex and Metro – Australia’s “biggest projects” and least 
sustainable, the Western Sydney City Plan is destructive on transit and freight system 

• Budgets prevent spending on sooner, cheaper and more effective “options” (cf 
Eddington in Melbourne and Greiner/Gibbons in Sydney) 

• Projects are poorly planned:  high levels of waste and cost overruns, they produce more 
congestion not less. 

 
Metropolitan congestion is in the same boat as current transit programs are poorly designed and 
over-concentrated in existing corridors instead of in fringe and middle growth areas (given 
consolidation policies are weak).  I did this years ago but it still applies: 

 
As NSW headed into chaos, the Feds had problems 

 
How and why? ~ 
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A message to the Coalition:  

If you are
• not interested in …
• not capable of …
• not honest and diligent towards …

governing in the interests of the 
citizenry of your town, city and 
country …

LISTEN TO THOSE WHO ARE

2012 – Berejiklian & 
Lyon IPA decide to 
smash Bradfield and 
bring in MTR, Baird 
& Gaetjens as 
mechanics, Greiner 
the fall guy

Baird in dreadful 
trouble, Lucy too –
how about we 
invent a 30-Minute 
cycle for making 
gravy!  Malcolm 
hops around and 
thus is born Stephen 
Kennedy, “killer of 
good ideas” 
(Mrdak).  Journos in 
bliss, what 
wonderful lippy …

Berejiklian opens 
NW Metro and 
lo!  It’s a beauty!  
Needing only a 
95% subsidy!  
Luvvy dovvy
Herald rabbits 
hop around on 
cue, more more! 
they say, let’s 
build up the 
Budget Deficit, 
who cares, it’s all 
MTR Monopoly 
Money!
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iA  continues “gifting”, slack analyses
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• Foregone Benefits –
Bushfire Risk, Less 
Waste & Corruption, 
Healthier 
Communities

• Excessive Costs, 
More Risk, More 
Delays to Benefit 
Flows

• Gross Stupidities - $3 
trillion Washed away 
/ Narcissism!

• Corrupt, cruel, 
thieving, conflicts –
IPA iA iNSW PCA BCA

• Political confusion and variability, no 
“plan”, excessive delays in adjustments, 
clumsy mechanisms

• Lack of “balance” between cities & 
regions, “imbalance” in infrastructure 
spending, high regional impacts

• Excessive reliance on debt, projects 
have extremely low “revenue cover” 
(less than 5% in the Metros) and low to 
negative benefit/cost ratios

• Engineering crises in WestConnex and 
Metro – Australia’s “biggest projects” 
and least sustainable, the Western 
Sydney City Plan is destructive on 
transit and freight systems

• Budgets prevent spending on sooner, 
cheaper and more effective “options” 
(cf Eddington in Melbourne and 
Greiner/Gibbons in Sydney)

• Projects are poorly planned:  high levels 
of waste and cost overruns, they 
produce more congestion not less

Albanese 
says “I know 
I need to 
change and I 
will”.

He has kept 
Morrison’s 
corrupt 
process & 
personnel + 
their cruel 
breaches of 
citizens’ 
rights

He cannot 
succeed if 
Treasurer 
Chalmers 
continues 
with his 
suppress-
ion of 
proper 
procedures 
and best 
ideas

The  true  history  of  Albanese  &  Chalmers
Critical switch point -

NOW
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Accountabilities – bringing Parliament into disrepute 

 

 
There are scorecards for senior ministerial  figures on the websites and in the books. 
Today Australia lacks a climate plan, a covid plan, a Budget plan, an infrastructure plan or an 
Albanese Plan, all we have is a Kennedy blaumange: 
 

 
 

 

Turnbull

Baird

Kennedy

Morrison

Frydenberg

Kennedy

Albanese

Kennedy

Chalmers

Logic

Original Offer

Value Proposition

Revised Offer  22 May to Albanese deemed to have been rejected, with loss of special benefits to PM including 4 national announcements

• Piece rates now for major project lines as in a normal arrangement but no "monopoly" exploitation.

• PM can decide on a practical pathway but the National Fund is an inevitability if Govt is to be credible

The Effects of Rejection of Economic Nous & the National Interest, with Vicious Plagiarism and Malevolence now Brought to Account

• Climate & demographic change were pressing on urban & regional medical, education & transit, add congestion & security facilities
• Infrastructure planning was in chaos with waste & capacity crises inherited from NSW Labor esp Iemma & Rees wastrels 
    and avoidable damage added by insane LNP "gifting" & broken Election promises
•Journalists gave all LNP wastrels Get Out of Jail Free cards by the x00s, Albanese was of that culture & endorsed Bairdijiklian Malenomics

• provision a national infrastructure review fund within iA but transparent, contributions by Feds (50%), States pro rata (e.g. NSW 

   $500 million)

• purchase necessary IP in fair terms including template to be shared across Aus (the Newcastle NSIP which was spectacularly successful

   + Eddington in London and Greiner in iNSW)

• expiate IP theft and health and macroeconomic & microeconomic damage to Australia through rejection of the National Interest 

   and gifting to cronies & wastrels

• capital sum at valuation as before but extant $5 m penalty against Chalmers + extra $5 million for nastiness & corruption, straight to 

   Salvos & food banks

There has been a severe decline in the quality and accountability 

of governance at national and state/territory levels.  This 

specialist in imaginative but practical solutions has done so in 

the silo & policy/project cases.  Now there is a need to squash 

retards and snake oil salesmenIgnored, rejected but cherry-picking of major elements w/o 

payment
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Budget defects 

 

 

THE 2022 BUDGET EXTENSION OF LNP CORRUPTION 
 
These presumably comprise part of the stated $120 
billion pipeline which  is exactly the same figure as in 
Morrison’s last Budget.  “High Speed Rail” is a 
pittance for a weak idea. 
 
The methodology is also the same, guessing or 
gifting, where favours are the purpose rather than 
components of a coherent nation-building strategy, 
decided through an OECD or Newcastle NSIP process.  
That  what was PM Hawke was doing and what 
Eddington did in London. 
 
The $5.25 billion to the Western Sydney metros 
consolidates a corruption plan devised by the 
Turnbulls, Kennedy and Baird/Berejiklian  (see below).  
Labor is still gifting to the Turnbulls.  The $2.2 billion to 
Melbourne’s rail is the same in that neither process  
was put through a proper planning protocol and 
legitimised through community engagement and 
Parliament.  Both have dubious merit. 
 
Turnbull started this through a “congestion bustin’” 
and “jobs jobs jobs” camouflage of the “30-Minute 
City” conspiracy.  Every stage of corrupting and 
continuing corruption featured Kennedy. 
 
The OECD’s and NYT’s surveys take the superficiality 
of Australia’s status, without checking the integrity of 
major elements such as population balancing, 

meeting accepted hurdles in infrastructure pipeline planning, the mood of cynicism versus 
confidence, and due diligence Vs petticoat politics.   
 

The PM put $500 million into a fast train agency that does not have an agency 
allocation in Budget Paper No 4 and does not have routes to reserve, this is 
most peculiar and a gross hypocrisy as I offered my work with Tim Fischer gratis 
(below) if he treated me decently, which he doesn’t, but he suppressed that as 
with EDDINGTON BEDROCK etc. 

 
The absolute refusal to repair at Federal and NSW levels is not only corrupt in itself but leaves 
climate change mitigation and environmental and housing quality and affordability in limbo: 
 
• WestConnex at Rozelle:  

Harbour Crossing, 
unbelievable hotchpotch of 
entry and exit tunnels, and 

• West Metro and insipid St 
Marys stub metro ($3.5 
billion from Morrison and 
$100 million to consultants 

• Port & logistics planning:  
Sydney will be about 70 per 
cent short of container 
capacity in 30 to 40 years – the 

$ BILLION  

  

0.3 W Syd Roads 

5.25 W Syd Metro Airport 

1.6 M12 motorway 

2.2 Melb Suburban Rail Loop 

5 Melb Airport Rail 

0.45 Gippsland Rail 

0.6 Bruce Highway 

1.07 Coomera Connector 

0.4 Gold Coast Light Rail 

0.5 Bass Highway 

0.6 Bridgewater Bridge 

0.2 Midway Pint 

0.06 Majors Road 

4.9 North-South Corridor 

.01 Sealing Strzelecki Track 

0.1 Bus charging 

1.002 Bunbury ring road 

3.7 Perth Metronet 

0.7 Tanami Road 

0.3 NT Strategic Roads 

0.2 Canberra Light Rail 

0.05 Cycle route 

1.5 Various truck roads 

1 Outback Roads 

3 Road Safety 

0.03 Road Safety 

0.5 Corridors for  NSW high 
speed rail 
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meritless freeway link to 
the Northern Beaches, 
every aspect having a 
cheaper and faster option 
which Berejiklian ignored 

• Parramatta tram:  Greater 
Sydney Commission deal 
with developers versus 
ParraCity’s proper transit 
network which received 
$100 million, wasted, 
dysfunctional 

• The CBD tram cut off the 
substantial elderly 
community of Randwick 
and beaches to keep 
monopoly revenue 

for a PR brochure via GSC):  
superior option was staring 
Berejiklian in the face, 
comprising upgrading of 
the Main West Line 
(Greiner), extension to the 
new Airport (Gibbons), and 
Goanna Transit Bridge 
(Gibbons, with more than $1 
billion return on a Joint 
Venture) 

• Bankstown Metro 
“business case” fiasco had 
100% data blacked out & 
Constance panicked in 
public, twice 

length of the project pipeline, 
starting in 2013 when Baird 
and Gaetjens sterilised 
Newcastle through a secret 
levy and access limitation, and 
Kembla through an access and 
regulatory limitation 

• $400 million duplication of a 
short section of the Botany 
Goods Line, studies showed it 
is a waste 

• Ports Kembla and Newcastle 
cannot handle containers, no 
train capacity especially cross-
metropolitan 

Here is how the Albanese Government stands on a theoretical contingency basis, in two parts: 

Refuse to consider 
options  &  “Repair” 
(OECD’s “Review” 
2020) 

Chronic failure of all govts as part of sterilisation of Treasury Regs, ”due diligence” 
& “rule of law”, cost in Sydney calculated at $300 billion including future closure & 
reconstruction of current engineering catastrophes (ignored by ALP & LNP), future 
value of reversal put at c $3 trillion using my IP.  Kennedy been suppressing for 7 
years (going on 8) my national infrastructure review (Eddo/Greiner/My 
methodology to reduce costs and corruption/ waster & meet climate change and 
demographic needs – benefits as stated – Treasury/Finance are playing in wading 
pools.  Problem intrinsic to Albanese iA 2007 Act and the rorting which followed 
the bullying of Tanner. 
  

National Bushfire -Risk 
Indigenous Landcare 
program + NRLW Indig 
team 

8,000 Indigenous rangers fully trained and well-equipped at c 100 per 1,000 sq kms, 
in every major forest firepath.  Held in © and available to Albanese if he expiates 
plagiarism & cruelty – landmark at national & international levels of fame, $ 
billions in l/t avoided damage to life and property. Helps to “close the gap” and 
rejection is both an insult to the First Nations and residents of the fire zones and 
gross maladministration given the rising frequency and intensity of fires and floods 
(includes Air Force ownership of a fleet of super-helicopters to supplement 
rotor/fixed-wing assets in fires and floods). 
  

Metros, Nancy Bird SSA 
& Aerotropolis 

Neutered by WS City Deal and convoluted and disjointed set of metros – initially to 
reduce Berejiklian embarrassment at NW Metro’s failed economics (pick up 
Bradfield Main West), then laughingly react to my contemporary criticisms of 
consequential transit & freight damage across SW & Illawarra, the costs are absurd 
and loss of productivity put at $400 b minimum. My balloon loop is ©.  Perrottet 
falsified Budget papers to cynically hide my NW/ Bankstown metro cost savings 
that Berejiklian stole from me (c $4 billion). West Metro limited to 20,000 
pass/hour Vs Greiner/ Christie/ Gibbons option’s 40,000 and “world’s best” transit 
support to the Airport while maintaining freight potential to the Inland Rail which 
the metros sterilised. 
  

Governance:  national 
council & righteous 
blame + Re-Activation 
of Corona medicals 

Governance is a blind spot for LNP & ALP.  National Cabinet is a failure against 
legitimate expectations in March 2020;  and replacement Council would re-activate 
medical influence in COVID, with Health system and personal damage benefits at 
massive scales over time.  Righteous Blame relates to that but brings 
in Localism (regional innovation & “willingness to pay” among other benefits, 
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cf Creative Reconstruction of NSW Local Governance (2010)).  Appalling quality of 
National Cabinet performance is highlighted 
  

Climate Mitigation & 
AUKUS 

Both are connected through regional microeconomics such as my world-best 
methodology in Newcastle.  Worth $ trillions if applied as template across Australia 
& NZ, © comment above applies, Govt is delusional if it keeps ignoring best practice 
– in coal-mining areas, will fail in replacement employment,  AUKUS is unlikely to 
work in competition with US, Indian and Asian competition (Biden is much smarter 
than Aus in this respect, he picked Morrison’s pockets.) 
  

 Expressnets Using ARUP work with permission, careful applications mapped in innerwest and 
Bondi Beach precincts in Sydney and applicable in Vic, SA, WA and other 
congested/parking-stressed precincts 

 
Goanna, CBD 
Traffic Oasis, 
Circumferential By-
Pass, Transit 
Boulevard,  etc 
  

 
Only solution to Sydney’s core problems in its entire history, described by 2 ex D-Gs 
as “best idea in 100 years”.  Incompetently sabotaged by the Black Witch.  I added 
the 110-story Fireworks Tower on Glebe Island (only place it could go) after 
Berejiklian booted out Google for asking for Goanna to be built.  UGNSW tried to 
steal it, their exec was sacked.  Idiot Planning Minister trying to proceed without it, 
typical malice/ incompetence.  Total yield to landowners (NSW/Fed Govts) - $1 
billion!  Cost of Bridge minuscule and an adornment in the City of Bridges 
  

High Speed Rail in 
a balanced 
regional model 

PM Albanese started a detailed investigation of HST based on the CSIRO precedent 
study and without options.  The results were appalling - about 10 years pre-
construction, 30 years construction, and uncertain positions in relation to 
technology developments and undermining regional cities it would have to 
miss/by-pass.  There were subsequent CLARA and Chinese ideas plus Fr TGV and 
Japanese Shinkansen possibilities.  I developed an arguably more practical option, 
the “Mandurah” model and I published it in every regional paper from 
Campbelltown to Shepparton, the Land and ABC Radio.  Tim Fischer asked me 
detailed questions and agreed with me, from which point he endorsed neither HST 
nor CLARA (which was a Turnbull/Nats political scam).  It would strengthen 
regional cities instead of undermining them.  The concept has been offered to the 
PM gratis on condition he expiates the plagiarism and cruelty towards me, as with 
other elements.  The goodwill period is near expiration. 

  
Congestion Policy 
Framework  

Flattened Turnbull and his Angus Taylor on their “Bustin’ Congestion” PR 
crap.  Add unique solutions to 2 Katoomba traffic snarls and to insane location of 
WestConnex linking at City West.  Value is $ millions p.a.  

Eastern Seabord 
Rail Freight 
Strategy (2012) & 
Critical Port 
Failures 

All three NSW Ports are location-constrained yet misunderstood by local MPs and 
regional business chambers all the way through to national logistics lobbies and 
associations.  This is not complex:  National Rail is sub-economic and technically 
insolvent (revenue seems to be 10% of financial costs-only) but is increasingly 
isolated from the main freight attractors and generators.  Port logistics 
consultancies heavily biassed = marketing tools.  Prof Rob Lee and I copyrighted 
the route from Newcastle to Inland Rail – Port refused to deal but is trying to steal 
the IP. 
  

Graphically, 
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A vital quote is Professor Richard Tomlinson’s from “Metropolitan governance is the missing link 
in Australia’s reform agenda”: 

Transport and planning ministerial silos compromise effective state leadership in the 
development of urban regions.  Big-budget transport ministries show scant regard for 
planning ministries.  ... despite a professed commitment to compact cities in state-prepared 
metropolitan strategic plans, infrastructure investment has contributed to urban sprawl. 

Add the appalling ignorance of  UK Localism and US Innovation Districts - Bairdijiklian & 
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Public Service
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No-plan direction at start Main consequences Implications
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The obvious risks and disrepute of continuing Kennedy at $1 million p.a. after his shameful 
record of mistakes, distortions and abuses has been documented – amounts to “a culture 
conducive to corruption”, as does not ameliorating Coalition abuses of Gibbons with Labor’s 
appeasement.
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As iA put it in their schizophrenic manner (supplication at the front of reports, critique in the 
depths), about WestConnex, there was a  
 

“Cycle of a submission in October 2012, a July 2013 business case, a revised cost-benefit analysis 
in 2014 and a revised business case in 2015 that included further revision to the cost-benefit 
analysis – ‘A more comprehensive options analysis may have identified these evolutions or 
other approaches earlier in the planning and delivery process, potentially mitigating some risks 
around project certainty and scope’”. 

 
The Grattan Institute wrote of reality, having reviewed the inept Eastern Suburbs tram and other 
projects, 

The current guess-and-check approach to planning multi-billion dollar investments is 
negligent...  The actions that would really make a difference would be to curb [Baird’s] fellow 
politicians from promising to spend public money before a business case and project evaluation 
have been tabled in the Parliament.... Then perhaps Mike Baird [i.e. Berejiklian] could be the 
Australian premier that finally nails “on time and on budget”. 

 
 
Main Losers from Budget 
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Main losers from 2022  Kennedy / Chalmers / Frydenberg Budget

How What Why not?

Albanese
Loss of leadership repute 

is underway with Covid, 

climate and integrity 

crises plus externality 

damage to peers' reputes.  

Rejects success stories 

and genuine expertise .  
Denies bullying culture.  

Refuses to recover 

Morrison's "gifts" to 

Trump, Hillsong and nutter 

churches

Australia
Gone from one "lack of 

planning" and chaotic 

"gifting" into another one, 

both under  Kennedy, with 

Albanese surprising  with 

reversals on integrity, 

Covid, media inquiry & 

victims

Bowen

Burney

Dreyfus
As First Law Officer has 
responsibility to ensure  
observance of laws and 
regulations etc - but not 
embarrass the Govern-
ment at a critical time

King

•  Tricked by Morrison on coal past
      2050, Cormann & National
      Cabinet, Chalmers beguiled into
      keeping  incompetents in 
      Treasury +  Health
•   Albanese saw advantages in
      having Premiers in centre, his
      biasses
•   Morrison  tried to manipulate 
      Biden who turned the tables on
       nuclear  leaving Aus with useless
      contract and intergenerational
      handicaps, ålbanese fell into hero
      worship

•  Apparently subject to the "shameful
     tolerance of corruption" reflected in
     rejection of better ideas and Budget
     repair

•  Apparently subject to the "shameful
     tolerance of corruption" reflected in
     rejection of better ideas and Budget
     repair

•  Apparently subject to the "shameful
     tolerance of corruption" reflected
     in rejection of better ideas and
     Budget "repair"
•  Refused to listen to requests for
     relief from cruel and oppressive 
     behaviour by PM, Treasurer and
     PM&C

•  Praised  the Western Sydney transit
     dysfunctionalities in camouflaging
     Albanese, Kennedy, Chalmers and 
     Turnbull et al corruptions and the
     misdirection of then Leader
     Shorten in  2018 and 2019
•  Has heavy responsibilities as lead
      minister in the Industry, Climate,
     LG etc cluster and needs to have 
     the best support

•  Climate Act is divorced from
      budget, economic reality & 
      OECD, still incapable of developing
      "a  plan" & repute is fragile
•  Covid stimuli  and medical perform-
     ance incl PPE & vaccine stocks
     voided by incompetent National
     Cabinet & Health
•  AUKUS will not provide substantial
     replacement employment due to
     overseas competitive advantages

•   Corona victims in the professions
      and in the community are very  
      unhappy that risks are discounted
       and transmission safety has been
       abandoned
•   There is a clear interpretation that
       past medical procurement decisions
       were corrupt and are uncorrected
•   National Cabinet has a reputation of
       corporate capture and lack of
       achievement
•    Economic planning is absent in time
       and space, with protection of past
      Albanese, Kennedy & Chalmers
      metro and other Sydney corruptions
      and idiocies which impede national
      productivity

•  Bewildered by Morrison in 2019
     and furious with consequences 
     during bushfires, floods & covid,
     did not look too closely at
     Albanese or Chalmers histories
•  Media fell into corporate 
     obeisance with Murdoch
     malevolence, privatisation  of 
    Fairfax and ABC Turnbull make-
    over, "independents" are
     reactionary and unhearing, 
     rejecting Ethical  balance

•  Climate Act lacks "a plan" and OECD
     links with budgets, unwilling to listen
     to NSW 1980s model which
     commenced energy conservation in
     Australia in strong manner
•  Generous to northern neighbours
     about willingness to help with sea
     levels without ability to do so

•  Magnificent progress with Uluru
     Statement from the Heart
•  Meek  agreement with suppression
     of 8,000 indigenous rangers in a
     national program to reduce bushfire
     risks

•  Has introduced the NCAC Bill and is 
     preparing to engage in positive
     debate but is facing direct
     accusations of condoning  such
     corrupt acts as theft, dishonest or
     partial behaviour, fraud in office,
     impair public confidence, act without
     authority and oppress any citizen etc

• The gifting nature of climate, Reef and 
     similar projects and the weak review 
     of waste (with grace to Morrison and    
     deferral of major  "savings")  - actually
     maintaining major distortions - further
     reduce the credibility of the ability to 
     understand and fund industrial and 
     employment revitalisation, see my 
     webpage and the very  detailed 
     download.
•  the rejection of the expertise at right 
     will mark the incompetence of the 
     Albanese Government's climate mitig-
     ation non-plan

•  The Newcastle model would
      have pleased regions if done as
      Biden did later, OECD model far
      ahead of Industry / iA capable of
•   Sufferers are victimised and
       medical practitioners exhausted
       & frustrated
•   Albanese is incurring Human 
      Rights, corruption and
      maladministration allegations due
      to cruelty & malice
•   Albanese is losing critical value
      from suppressing "best ideas"

•   The model for  medical re-
       engagement (National Council)
       has been suppressed
•   National leadership opportunities
      are undermined by capricious
      gifting to winners and unheard
      losers, breaking OECD and other
      protocols for economic 
      decarbonisation  and stimulus of
      small and medium businesses
•   Both sides of politics are margin-
      alising TEAL MsP in urban
      electorates

•   A new Labor Govt had opportunity
      to repeat historical greatness but
      fell into continuance of Morrison
      with expanded coalmining and no
      measuring results against targets
•   Over-reacted to phone call from
      John Kerry and  confused climate
       praise with nuclear submarine
       trickery

•  Deliberate suppression of an
     historical opportunity to
     operationalise indigenous skills & 
     activate future generations'  efforts

•  The Attorney-General  has the 
      opportunity to demonstrate the 
      highest standards of behaviour and 
      repair of malfeasance
•  He is doing the  opposite, helping
      to suppress Human Rights, victims
      of crime including his own, the
      oppressed, the current & future
      victims of Covid and of bushfire &  
      flood; and is hiding corruption 

• There is an idiotic suppression of the 
    Newcastle NSIP which  was arguably
    the world's fastest and most
    effective recovery from the
    announcement of closure of world
   -scale carbonisation.
 • Add close knowledge of Detroit's 
     recovery which  paralleled the
     earlier Newcastle approach
• The Government has no knowledge
     of Revive Blue Mountains which 
     was Australia's first application of 
     360-degree UK "Best Value" 
     revitalisation approach (as opposed
     to Kennedy's corruption in the form
     of WS City Deal)
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A subsequent offer was to include notes  in the Budget Speech  on each of the key elements, 
anticipating formal inclusion for certification in MYEFO in accordance with the Charter of Budget 
Honesty. 
 
The same applies to every Minister and even more to the PM’S management of key directions 
and senior appointments inter alia. 
 
“Integrity” has wide meanings as in  the Common Law definition “fit and proper”.  Dr S Kennedy 
has been a central figure in the most destructive aspects of maladministration since 2015.  
Kennedy’s career was normal up to 2015 but then turned  to the Dark Side under Turnbull.  He 
has not changed, this passage in “UnHoly Succession” is true for 2022. 
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future generations’ ability to manage their world even if we pass on the substandard one 
compared with what we could have done 

3. The moral stain of the LNP ethical catastrophe has been only partially addressed and not at 
all in terms of maximising the value of government, redressing corruption and waste, and 
expiating IP theft and the  underpinning cruelty imposed by the LNP as well as by the Rail 
Union and Labor itself. 

 
Climate and economic missed opportunities are addressed in other Fact Sheets where the 
connections between  

• international betrayals 

• backroom relations with carbon corporates and heavy carbon subsidies 

• local mitigation programs as in Newcastle’s post-carbon world-best revival being replicated 
through the NSIP template 

• “community resilience” as an integral companion to PPEs, clinics and wonderful hospitals, 
including feedback from health campaigns into lower system costs – the Murray/Gibbons 
template offered free to Albanese but, as with others, no responsiveness 

• projects that would reduce debt, congestion, health and living costs pressures and 
regional/sectoral hardship which governments are suppressing, and  

• upcoming economic statement, business summit and budget as constrained by a 
continuation of Frydenberg distortions 

are explained. 
 
So far the Government has refused to consider my "positive changes" in repairing integrity, with 
the PM's promise "to change": 

• the identification of pre-ICAC corruption, 
• means of expiation of the effects of cruel and malevolent corruption, and 
• means of avoiding further such instances of corruption including reversing the dominant 

"slam the door closed". 

The theft of all or any of a citizen's property without cause, such as plagiarism of published, 
protected ideas, and denial of promised relief such as bushfire and flood reconstruction, are 
corrupt in intent and effect, and non-return of the property is also corrupt including with the 
"shameful tolerance" by ministers and Parliamentarians. 

Port-barrelling in a pre-election timeframe is traditional; but the gross level and politicisation of 
Morrison and Berejiklian have been regarded as corrupt in intent. The major source in Australia on 
systemic corruption appears to be this author's https://www.kobo.com/au/en/ebook/righteous-
blame where "malevolence" is frequently used as well as integrity and corruption. 
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The fact is, Albanese's reference 
to an increasing state of 
corruption is the malevolent 
breakdown of "due diligence" and 
"the rule of law" as analysed in 
RIGHTEOUS BLAME and other books 
as listed at Kobo.  The problems 
from Morrison are widely 
regarded as "challenging". The 
situation is much worse than that 
BUT the solutions are in the 
websites and books.  

 
The major point of contention in the 2022 election politics was about restoring due diligence, 
which Albanese called “integrity”.  His own history from 2007 onwards was of resisting due 
diligence as illustrated on the adjacent page, down to forcing the abandonment of then Minister 
Lindsay Tanner’s national recovery legislation which reflected those traditional values, not 
Albanese’s backroom deals-approach.  
 
A-G Dreyfus as a primary example 

 

 
Budgetting is the practical expression of the analyses and deliberations behind economic and 
taxation directions, intergenerational and interstate positioning, and project and program logic 
&tc.  The rigour used to be near-absolute but along came the sledgehammers of Mike Baird, 
Gladys Berejiklian and Philip Gaetjens in Sydney in 2012.  Their “gifting” culture deskilled the 
“public services” and metastasised in Canberra and across the country under NSW’s PM Malcolm 
Turnbull and his buddy macroeconomist Stephen Kennedy. 
 
2020 ended with the Morrison/Frydenberg/Gaetjens/Kennedy  partnership failing to develop a 
meaningful Budget strategy to meet the needs of economic recovery along with medical 

ATTORNEY-GENERAL DREYFUS AS WELL AS ALL OTHER PARLIAMENTARIANS IN THE “SHAMEFUL TOLERANCE OF CORRUPTION”

The primary functions of the Attorney-General as Department Head are to:

• Protect and develop the judiciary including appointments, and act as Attorney in some court matters

• Protect the public interest through the “rule of law” as representative of the Crown

• Rule of Law Education Centre:

… the A-G must ensure the law is applied equally and fairly to everyone and that checks and balances are 
maintained between … the legislature, the executive and the judiciary.  An inherent part … is also to ensure 
that each of these arms of government (is) accountable to the public”.

• The A-G website includes

We support the Australian Government in being accountable for actions, making rational decisions and 
protecting human rights.

We uphold the rule of law through our daily work to ensure …Dispute settlement is fair and efficient where 
parties cannot resolve disputes themselves.

• ICAC / NCAC ~

Dishonest or partial exercise of functions*                       Misuse of information as in concealing malfeasance
Breach of public trust as in non-action                                Conspiracy (to conceal or promote)  fraud,  theft or theft
Malfeasance as in denying fair dispute settlement*      Bring Parliament into disrepute as through no “balance”

* also CEOs of Health, Treasury etc as found
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security;  and especially failing to implement OECD guidelines and the Charter of Budget Honesty 
regarding “repair”, the minimisation of waste and reduction of debt.  
  
As previously they refused to consider better options and/or apply accepted due diligence 
standards.   The main challenge is to acknowledge that the Government has not overcome the 
deficiencies of the Turnbull/Morrison & Baird/Berejiklian catastrophes of 2012-18 and their own in 
2019-20.   The main news media seem to have been asleep during the progressive  disastrous 
climacteric in Federal/State relations. 
 
Labor paralleled the Coalition by focussing on labour conditions, education and social welfare 
and the like, while being MIA on Kennedy’s abysmal failures on stimulus measures, supply line 
failures, crap legislation which Albanese described as “good legislation”, and my emphasis on 
community resilience in order to face ongoing waves of virus mutations and hospital capacities - 
the failures of the last post-SARS Treasury generations, especially Morrison’s and Kennedy’s. 
 
Morrison did not have a standard “plan”, of any well-known type, which would have identified 
“needs” and “risks”, options at all levels and feasibility of each (including likely benefits/costs), 
scenario-testing, engagement of community including industry and local government, 
commissioning and then quality assurance. 
 
Albanese continued on from Morrison as though nothing had changed.  He still has a $120 billion 
“bucket list” which is the corrupted outcome of  developer lobbies’ wish lists;  instead of a 
nation-building  model as urged on  Chalmers before the Economic Update and  consistently 
since. 
 
This how Kennedy helped Berejiklian’s Kremlin NSW - and remember the webpages and book on 
the greatest  planning blunder in Australian history, the Western Sydney City Deal: 
 
NSW Kremlin was no exemplar for Labor 

 

 

•  No regional quantified outcome standards and targets, broad aspirations only, as simple as "more cranes in the air"*
•  Make Govt'al infrastructure  projects work better, please the State Govt through forced housing uplifts
•  Draw projects from Plan for Growing Sydney, refuse external options regardless of merit
•  Agree with lobbies and govts to shift burdens using Value Capture regardless of efficiency & equity
•  Densify corridors established by UGNSW, Govt metros, trams etc, not oppose damaging policies & projects
•  More medium density in line with Minister's terraces regardless of congestion and  infrastructure gaps
•  Better fringe estates regardless of congestion and infrastructure ditto
•  Spread accounability across as many parties as possible including "economic" to DOI (essential to "planning") and housing to LG**

•  No regard to Treasury and Commission of Audit guidelines or Eddington precedents especially re options
•  No integrated transport, land use and envionmental/equity assessment cycle in iA, iNSW, DOPE/TfNSW, UGNSW or GSC
•  No outcome PIs for any parameters (environment, stress, housing & health costs etc)
•  No assessment of infrastructure merits (BCA, ROI, IRR, payback etc)
•   Community panel far too late to be credible

•  Re-define "districts" to allow interregional infrastructure
•  Drive outcome PIs for all parameters, based on CCQG Report
•  Re-define Districts on a more functional/catchment basis
•  Promote more efficient and equitable methods of financing infrastructure
•  Fully flow-chart all plans and processes so as to link outcomes, assets, taxation and community 

Targets & Issue 
Identification

Methodology

Solutions

Greater Sydney Commission 
via District Plans

           *  Cranes = corridor densification which is the dominant mode and will increase housing prices, project risks, tax burdens and congestion
         ** GSC has an Economic Commissioner and cannot escape accountability for failures
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The PM and Chalmers gifed 
$7,000,000,000 to two 
projects which are of low 
merit and no merit in terms  
of carbon mitigation, versus 
the package I gave you but 
you ignored, you are 
extending  corruption, not 
ending it. 
 
The suppression of the 
Keneally then 
Greiner/Gibbons plans for the 
introduction of rapid transit 
on the Bradfield system with 
a balloon loop to Nancy Bird 
was an act of CRIMINAL  
NEGLIGENCE.  It has sterilised 
freight & logistics productivity 
as did Mooebank, Albanese 
does not come close to 
understanding. 

 

 
Steer and Costa showed Iemma and Rees what economic responsibility is about but pumping more 
money into a deep hole, Berejiklian tripled the annual  rail deficit with Labor blind to this critical 
aspect, nation-destroying and killing intergenerational equity: 
 

Bairdijiklian Malenomics goes nation-wide

Baird & 
Berejiklian

Malcolm & 
Lucy Turnbull

Malcolm T & 
PM Morrison

Minister McCormack 
refuses to discuss issues 

despite promise

GSC protected via 3 Cities 
& 30-Minutes City

Turnbull & Berejiklian’s pre-
set of $100 million for a $0.5 

million St Marys job for 
buddy consultants

Turnbull’s CLARA gifting 
of $8 million then 

Morrison puts $40 m 
into improbable fast 

trains

Turnbull’s DIRD Western 
Rail Options – pre-set of 

Metro trains

Baird’s 72
nd

week 
reversal of LGA 

negotiations ditto

WS City Deal 
with both 
Turnbulls

Baird’s permission to 
CBD & ES Tram w/o 

legitimacy

Morrison & Frydenberg continue 
RG plagiarism and unfairness, 

loss of Value Proposition

Baird’s collapse of 
Treasury Regs into 

faux Business Cases

Baird’s Newcastle Port 
secret levy 

(monopolistic)

Rejection of 
2009 COAG City 

Plan in 2012

LG & Planning stuff-
ups

MYEFO “repair”: Gaetjens 
blocks RG email

Morrison builds City 
Deal & distortions into 

2016-8 Budgets

WestConnex in dreadful 
trouble, Govt hides key info

Baird & Berejiklian shift 
WestConnex mess to Nth 

Beaches with vast delay, risk, 
cost and densification 

implications

iA produces invalid assessment of 
WestConnex business case AFTER 
SGS release better critique, iA lies 

abt is WS involvement

Baird secret levy 
exposed, ACCC fights, 
Berejiklian digs in, iA 
commissions Calfas –
facilitate monopolies 

Morrison $3.5 billion into 
St Marys = not listening

This graphic shows that a 
high proportion of the 
misadventures facing 
Australian cities and 
regions, including the 
$100 billion over 10 years, 
have, at their centres, 
Malenomic arrangements 
associated with  the 
respective political 
instigators.

This is a Cabinet issue but 
as our national prosperity 
and international repute 
are at risk, the issues are:

1. To what extent did  
connections influence 
professional 
standards when major 
policy conflicts arose?

2. To what extent have 
they inhibited the 
“repair” of their 
original patrons’ 
misadventures? 

3. To what extent have 
RG’s innovations & 
solutions been 
inhibited due to the 
breakdown of due 
diligence processes?

Distorted outcomes 
do not “just happen”

They come out of 
people & processes

Deputy Secretary of 
PMO w irrelevant 
skills who engineer-
ed Turnbulls’ City 
Deal and who was 
moved into Mike 
Mrdak’s DIRD seat

Chief of Staff to 
Treasurers Costello 
& Morrison, 
Baird/Berejiklian’s 
CEO in NSW 
Treasury and now 
Frydenberg’s in Fed 
Treasury dealing 
with same issues

Berejiklian's 2012 decision was 
insidious and exposed progressively 
for failures of "pre-planning" & logic .  

Hiding NW's defects = extending them 

Forced Metro  
Program = hidden 

Hong Kong 
densification Christie 2001: 

metros 20 yr, 
sensible model

Labor metro-lunacy 
Iemma 2008-10, 

starts NW

Costa 2008  brings 
in Steer, NW is 
invalid, harms 

economy

Greiner iNSW 10-20 
years, Main West 
to 40,000, NW as 

BRT

Berejiklian mid-'12 
deceit -

reintroduces 
Labor/MTR 

spectres

Baird in desperate 
duress, NW looking 

sick, iA & GSC 
failing with District 

Plans

Turnbull/Baird cloak 
GCS with bald 

announcement 
without details + 30-

Minute & 3 Cities

Kennedy PMO/GSC  
distort UK 

precedent, exclude 
LG, Smart Cities is 

fairyfloss

72nd week Turnbull shifts 
to Berejiklian/GSC 

conspiracy, 
unConstitutional "gifting"

GSC/Kennedy take 
over what K started, 
$100 million to lucky 

buddies

Additional Metros distract journos & 
councils from planning principles, 
Berejiklian inserts crypto-budgeting 
along Labor lines and builds contingent 
liability to Labor's $500 million, all without 
legitimisation protocols.  Morrison 
Budget added $3.5 billion = breach of all 
protocols, Chalmers continues in 2022
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The downward kink at  the end was an artifice. 
 
Saving the Budget & PM 
 
Do you remember my efforts to save you  II, the formal package to Albanese and remember  
none of his characters have ever dared to ace me, to say “there’s no evidence” or I’m wrong or 
they are cowards and fools. 
 

 
As is my usual, unlike Kennedy, I had an action Plan: 

Review & sign deed, deposit 10% immediately 

Conduct Cabinet briefing on IP 1) iA process 2) Integrity 3) climate mitigation/Newcastle 

Schedule Public release on National Re-Planning Trust via iA 
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The "Debt Lake" is an inappropriate approach 
to NSW infrastructure planning

Balance of debt lake RG cost savings off capital
Annual deficit Deficit + neutralised capital

Gibbons homeless and increasingly destitute, leading to 2 serious bacterial infections (including near-fatal cellulitis), emergency 
hospitalisation for 10 days and urgent need to restore my life and get on with positives – endlessly rejected by Chalmers & Kennedy 

who had abandoned professional economic, health, emergency prevention & recovery protocols & guild & community engagement

Two Weeks to avoid another year of decay & neglect

• Brutal treatment & revenge

• Suppression of better ideas

• Rorts & gifts to cronies

• Nepotism especially to dept 

heads

• iA and iNSW embedded in 

IPA/BCA culture & unreliable and 

marginalised

• Eliminate options, engagement, 

analysis, no OECD “repair” loops

• Hopeful

• Disappointment, dept heads …

• TEALs & Independents sidelined

• Immigrants, Morrison malevolence 

continued - worrying through to 

resented

• Govt inclined towards Thodey

• Govt’s Economic Update, Summit and 

Budget processes excluded the key 

priorities advertised in professional 

form in advance, thereby invalidated 

• Climate budget for regional application of Newcastle NSIP

• Corona budget to revive medical leadership in Corona 

protection – National Council

• Funding for development within 4 months of framework for 

national Indigenous bushfire risk reduction program in place by 

Feb/March 2023

• Immediate development of framework for co-operative 

national template for infrastucture review to include climate & 

demographic change, and to reduce rorts, corruption & gifting 

to carbon & other corporates

CULTURE REALITY OUTCOMES & TARGETS

Dec ‘15 Gibbons offered “Value Proposition” to Turnbull & Baird, ignored, suppressed then & up to Albanese 2022 by Kennedy –
profound betrayal of what became OECG stimulus & recovery principles – re climate and demographic changes &

existing waste, corruption & catastrophe in existing infrastructure Fed & state Budgets & deals

• Four pioneering books 
on Corona economics & 
health, deceit of world 
climate leaders, time 
slice Oct ‘’20, 
governance

• Unique proposals for 
bushfire, governance 
(“National Council”) 
and Integrity 
improvement –
desperately needed by 
the community but 
denied by a 
continuation of silo 
groupthink

Ignored ~

The “Value Proposition” was gold for any government up to the LNP, now continued by ALP.  No cash cost and
IP trove to be provided gratis, with free colloquium for Cabinet in Canberra on their trickier challenges.  

The commitment to Nation Building was palpable and the response was National Decay.  

The campaign for fairness must continue as the long “conspiracy to defraud” must be countered, but the Value Proposition becomes an 
iron fist in a velvet glove if the PM delays supplementing the Budget with the elements in the box at top right.  It can be done if ….

T
R
E
A
S
U
R
Y
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M
&
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Attend Murray First Responders & Frontliners knees-up (RG expense) * final Deed payment (share in 
Save the Children announcement?) 
iA briefing for all States & Territories on full climate, environment, migration, economic & other relevant 
factors in the inputs to final matrix and correspondence (11 mths) 

PM launches Institute to Remember Forgotten Heroes 

Treasuries get special briefings and pro forma for linking with other phases - Treasury/iA 
PM&C and iA conduct subsidiary seminars and data collations + release of Integrity Case Studies & 
Guidelines 

Drafts for exposure and feedback 
PM&C to take active case management approach and co-ordinate Treasury, Industry, PMO and other 
agencies 

Incorporation in Oct Budget and subsequent MYEFO 
 
This was the structure -so many things Kennedy and Chalmers are incapable  of: 

Going back before Covid, the Baird model of metros was wrecked but Fed LNP was in ga-ga-land, 
but with Albanese and Chalmers continuing the negligence and throwing  more money into the 
devil’s craw. 
 
  

14-15 June 20-Jun 23-Jun 25-Jun 4-Jul 8-Jul 20-Jul 30-Jul 1-Aug 1-Oct
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PM’s scorecard 

 
The PM’s own scorecard has to be cleaned up in relation to his not having done needs analyses: 
 

• Ports & logistics planning – 
general and especially 
Ports Botany & Kembla esp 
re his playing w Maldon-
Dombarton 

• Inland Rail and especially 
meeting the 70% shortfall in 
NSW import containers 
capacity 

• Mistakes on value capture 
and amalgamations Vs my 
Creative Reconstruction of 
2010 – the full answer set - 
as praised under Greiner’s 
audit, regarded by 2 
professors as best 
proposals in history 

• Appeasing Morrison and 
Berejiklian on destructive 
metros (especially as 
Canberra does not  
understand their 
economics & engineering) 

• Appeasing  Morrison on his 
and Berejiklian’s smashing 
of SMEs’ employment 
especially in the  border 
zones 

• Appeasing Morrison on 
appalling non-stimulus 
waste, gifting & cronyism 

• Not considering my 
alternative solution to the 
2nd Harbour Tunnel namely 
Swifta tram/trains from the 
NW then on  road to 
Hurstville to the Illawarra 
mainline 

• Not considering my work 
on reinforcing the Climate 
Change Act and Corona 
health agenda 

• Moorebank IMT and its 
deleterious effects on E/W 
re-balancing of congestion 
and building Christie-based 
logic with my 2012 strategy 
Vs  Albo’s own “strategy” 
of same year and 
subsequently (he 
supported Schott when 
she had 4 major conflicts of 
interest on Moorebank) 

• iA backdoor deals and non-
observance of its own 
flowcharted protocols 

• Corrupt $92 million to his 
Green Line 

• Appeasing  Morrison on 
National Cabinet and 
rejecting medical advice on 
Corona 

• Appeasing Morrison on 
Cormann’s appointment to 
OECD 

• Appeasing Morrison for his 
illegal gifting to Trump and  
churches 

• Appeasing Morrison & 
Biden on nuclear 
submarines 

• Not supporting my 
proposal to engage c 8,000 
indigenous rangers to 
reduce long-term bushfire 
risks using traditional 
landcare models 

• Not supporting my “Case 
to Pause” – the metros and 
Rozelle intersections have 
engineering defects as well 
as economic failures built 
into Berejiklian’s sloppy 
thinking 

• HST on impractical and 
ineffective pre-sets and  
ignoring the Tim Fischer-
endorsed Gibbons 
“Mandurah” model 

• Gold Coast transit in relation 
to Rossely’s eastward rail 
loop back from Robina 

• Not objecting to Berejiklian’s 
and L Turnbull’s  killing of the 
COAG Sydney “city plan” in 
2012 and general weak  
attitude to Labor’s Metro 
catastrophes 

• Proposed inane 
undergrounding of CBD buses 
and Parramatta Rd traffic Vs 
my acclaimed CBD Traffic 
Oasis, circumferential by-pass 
with Transit Boulevard & 
Goanna Transit Bridge, 
Fireworks iconic Tower and 
NE and  innerwest 
“expressnets” 

• Appeasing Dutton on NCAC 
and Morrison on integrity 

• Appeasing Chalmers on 
Kennedy, also Murphy, Davis 
and Higgs 

• Not supporting my innovative 
transit and congestion 
solutions as seen in my work 
on Sydney CBD and 
innerwest, Rockdale, Bondi 
Beach and Katoomba (can be 
applied by iA across Australia) 

• Not supporting my “Four 
Pillars” approach to repairing 
the ethical  and moral failures 
of the crypto-fascist LNP 
regimes in Sydney and 
Canberra. 

Neither LNP nor Labor produced any sense of how to respond to Covid but I did, in detail in 
“BORDER WARS” which both ignored (this is a central graphic and is relevant to the Newcastle NSIP 
precedent): 
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OECD template for economic responses to recession & Covid 

 
The strong thinking on “repairing” budgets has been  quoted already.  Th wider assessment of “fit 
for  purpose” shows up the contextual competitiveness of Australia: 
 

OECD  Dimensions Realpolitik 
 

Coordination across of 
government levels is 
difficult, increasing the risk 
of wasted resources  
 
 
 
 
Lines are linked, duplication 
has been avoided, so the 
schedule should be read as a 
whole 
 

• “Waste” is no longer measured:  pre-setting of Petticoat priorities 
(capriciousness) means that “options” (as benchmarks) are ignored and 
waste becomes contract disputes and overruns, not “more expensive” Vs 
“most cost effective” in an integrated social balance sheet 

• The formal mechanisms of COAG have been displaced instead of reformed, 
replaced by a consensus/opt-out informal structure which excludes 
“planning” and dissolves under bullying stress 

• Historically, the peak co-ordinating bodies comprised public servants, with 
emphasis on cost effectiveness from planning assessments through to 
contracts, with “open” consultation with vested interests and regular 
discussions at Ministerial Council level (ATAC) 

• Now, iA, iNSW, NCCC and the Greater Sydney Commission have vested 
interests throughout their structures – they focus on spoils (projects), not 
integrated outcomes, starting with contracts without “plans” (“all a bit 
arse-about” said Nick Greiner), now eliminating “due diligence” (notably 
the Sydney Metros and less so Melbourne’s freeways and rail 
strengthening).  That Berejiklian took all “Kremlin NSW” agencies into her 
Department, including the faux-independent GSC, showed her contempt 
for professionalism, something she had shown from 2000 or earlier 

• NSW under Berejiklian said it wanted to be freed from central surveillance, 
but its governance is so deformed that there is no inbuilt sustainability, 
and the begging bowl comes out whenever this analyst hits the “debt 
lake”.  The side-lining of COAG accords with Berejiklian’s maverick 
approach - dominatrix 
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Uncertainty of revenue 
flows and sources can erode 
confidence in a project’s 
affordability 

• The high marginal costs of tunnels through built-up suburbs and rail and 
tollway routes to and through fringe growth areas mean that high 
subsidies are needed if congestion is to be reduced contra laissez-faire non-
planning (which dominates in Sydney) 

• The loss of due diligence reduces the security of superannuation- and 
government-funding schemes, on top of poor pre-planning and engineering 
which saw a sequence of failed PPP rail and road schemes,  The only 
independent expert assessment was Jim Steer’s in 2008 of the NW Metro – 
benefit/cost ratio of 0.65 or lower – Berejiklian refused to acknowledge its 
existence and the result is a 5% revenue cover. 

• Indeed, all current NSW projects appear to have benefit/cost ratios under 
1.0 as documented in the “Save Sydney” suite 

• The superannuation agencies and business chambers engage soft 
consultancies which tend to boost projects rather than promote reform 
protocols, examples include Financial Services Council’s reports on port 
and logistics, 2011 and 2014, Port of Newcastle’s AlphaBeta market 
potential study, and CSIRO’s Inland Rail for ARTC. 

 
Unstable regulatory 
frameworks can prevent 
long-term decisions  

• Infrastructure pipelines were planned through State-level strategic 
planning, regional-level plans, and agency-driven Ministerial submissions 
to the Budget Committee of then full Cabinet 

• Now agencies have been amalgamated and put under political 
appointees so that the former inbuilt competitive surveillance 
mechanisms (a la Gary Sturgess’ “To Join Interest with Duty”) have been 
replaced by “the strongest wins”, with Berejiklian being duchessed by 3 
successive Premiers then herself 

• iNSW and GSC were hailed as the saviours of infrastructure planning but 
both simply took Berejiklian’s projects without any plan*, meaning they 
made the situation worse (  * COAG tried to rein-in NSW in 2009 by 
insisting on a “plan” but Berejiklian forced its abandonment in 2012.) 

• Local government used to surveille state agencies, but now compete for 
an goodies which range from grants in return for co-operation (bribes) 
and the location and naming of metro stations (ignoring better 
outcomes for their communities). 

A lack of systematic data 
collection on performance 
undermines evidence-based 
decision-making  

Political dynamics may 
undermine sound decision 
making when identifying 
priority projects 

• GSC and the other agencies say they build “metrics” and are “evidence -
based”, but none are:  there is no scope for QA assurance feedback 
repair cycles because (1) their “masters” do not permit questioning, and 
(2) the elimination of options means there are no comparators 

• Baird reduced Performance Indicator sets as his decisions unpeeled, and 
Berejiklian has done the same.  Indicators are now of busyness, not 
outcomes 

• Peter Spearritt and others used to publish Social Atlases which provided 
very interesting data in context, they are missed. 

Governance challenges are 
diverse and occur all 
through the policy cycle  

• The challenges are political, personal, social and environmental, all of 
which are regarded as non-quantifiable and are therefore ignored.  
Governance is not understood by planners and engineers:  their guilds 
have put up reform reports which are laughable in their naivete  

Designing a strategic vision 
is crucial but difficult  

• Visions can only be formulated through strong community engagement 
– the Improvement Royal Commission of 1908-09 showed that and the 
Baird/Berejiklian “transformational” buried the merits of strengthening 
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the great Bradfield system as was shown in this analyst’s “Towards a 
transport vision for Sydney”, for the NRMA’s Clean Air 2000 

Infrastructure projects are 
vulnerable to corruption, 
capture and 
mismanagement  
 
Lack of disclosure of data 
on contracts reinforces 
concerns about fraud and 
lack of transparency 

• The first form of “corruption” and “capture” is an orientation to the 
hidden, internal corporate values of an Hong Kong or similar prospective 
investor/operator, instead of the interests of the community which 
owns the money and the systems.  A real example is that Berejiklian is 
using some $40,000,000,000 of our money to foster MTR’s densification 
towers, with them not have to pay a cent (reversing proper PPP and all 
other practices), in the course of which she is lowering service standards 
and system capacity, neutering special events and emergency response 
capabilities, and taking all energy away from genuine community 
accessibility/congestion “busting” transit as in Eddington Bedrock 

• The second form of corruption is “cronyism”, for example PM Turnbull 
and NSW’s Baird and Berejiklian gave $100 million to buddy consultants 
to do a PR brochure for the St Marys Metro, which has no merit but 
which was supported by Turnbull’s specially-commissioned regional 
transport faux-reports by iA and the Federal Infrastructure Department.  
All hidden on GSC site: it started this crap then hid it on its website etc 

• The third form is pure “capture” through political appointments such as 
the heads of Prime Minister’s and of Treasury, each at nearly $1 million a 
year, some 40% more than their NSW counterparts with no apparent 
different in performance i.e. submissive, appeasing and forgiving (not 
“repairing”).  This is connected to “mismanagement” as the head of 
NSW Transport is the engineer with the most questionable track record 
(the only executive I’ve had to coach in elementary economics) 

• A fourth is “Media embedding” such as Berejiklian taking Mathiesen 
from News and then handing him to Turnbull, Baird taking Salusinszky 
ditto, and Fairfax taking special favours from Berejiklian and thereafter 
not questioning engineering and economic disasters of WestConnex’s 
Rozelle and the Metro’s network.  A more general dilution of 
professional standards in journalism undermines democracy, as the 
WashPost masthead proclaims, “Darkness is the Death of Democracy” 

• A fifth is political appeasement per se such as the National Cabinet 
folding under the NSW bullying by Morrison and Berejiklian (actually in 
reverse order) and not rejecting NCCC 

• A sixth is hiding data and concealing complexities.  A former joint 
exercise by the ABC/The Age garnered leaks of “cabinet in confidence” 
documents such as a Berejiklian direction to exclude transit options in 
favour of a tollway in “planning” for a southern freeway through the 
PM’s electorate.  This is also done by setting up business figures to 
conduct inquiries into state taxation and reviews of  the federal 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act:  the 
outcomes are expected to favour the PM’s/Premier’s original 
predilections 

• A seventh is hiding contracts per se.  An early example was a Greiner 
(Coalition) Government’s decision to sign a secret contract for a tollway 
and then refused to release it, when a professor of accounting was able 
to download it from an American corporate website.  The biggest is the 
“planning process” for the Bankstown Metro (cf the first item) where 
transport minister Constance promised to release all data in the 
“business case”:  he then only released a Summary in which 110 
redactions were made being 100% of key data.  4 years later it is still 
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unknown how much trouble the project is in, after he opined that he 
might have to subsidise private hotel developments “to make the 
Central Station precinct work”.  The “Baird Model” is broken if anyone 
though there was any logic in it (as I opposed ab initio).  The Hong Kong-
style apartment blocks along the metro’s length (north and south of the 
Harbour) have been shaved back under fierce community pressure as 
recently as 22 June ‘20 

• Finally, Premiers put opposing figures into decisionmaking roles such as 
Iemma (failed Lab Premier) into greyhounds and GSC, and Morrison 
putting ex-union boss Greg Combet on NCCC – dimming the opposition 
of the industries, unions and media.  It is vital that the ACTU uses its 
influence to protect tourism and accommodation employment where 
NCCC is slow and inept as well as dishonest, including via my regional 
and SME empiricism and analyses 

Consultation is less 
common in setting an 
overall vision or prioritising 
investments 

• Engagement is critical as one of the Four Pillars of Democracy, where 
media is another.  The Improvement Commission’s President, Sir Tom 
Hughes, was the greatest stateman Sydney has produced and escalated 
his political influence by pulling the community up behind himself 

• Engagement is anathema to Berejiklian and Lucy Turnbull, both of 
whom took-on hurt communities when this analyst revealed the 
ineptitude of their suburban densification targets – they showed 
contempt after smashing Botany’s, Surry Hills’, Randwick/ UNSW’s 
North Parramatta’s, Newcastle’s and Ryde/Epping communities  

Productivity disasters needing “repair” now and progressively 

Berejiklian and now Albanese have not come even close to resolving a raft of strategic issues 
(see map below), the main examples being: 

1. West Metro - an obsessive race to justify what is not a valid project, it is to supplement 
mainline which is subject to Christie/Greiner plans + new RG option to give SSA the best 
transit system in the world.  The Metro “network” is crippled by a maximum central zone 
which is limited – permanently – to 30 trains per hour.  Her promised “60 trains every 
hour” was a lie, those 30 have to be split between the SW and West Metro.  This cannot 
proceed 

2. Goanna Transit Bridge - immediate feasibility of service to The Immediate feasibility of 
Hurstville to Strathfield, RG adaptation of Jacana to use tram/trains and link NW to 
Airport w/o 2nd Harbour Tunnel Fireworks icon, 16,000 dwellings, White Bay, Overseas 
Passenger Terminal  and then tram/trains ( 

3. The Spit:  another obsession, 2008 scheme was in keeping with the planning character 
required and cheap and fast.  The Bairdian tombstone approach is excessive in cost and 
environmental damage, too risky in geotech and too late.  The Rozelle mega-cluster of 
freeway overpasses, portals and exits, and intensification of a highly-congested 
innerwest mean that this cannot proceed in the same way that the West and the SSA 
metros cannot either 

4. Parramatta tram:  another obsession to replace the Parra/Epping link, led to waste on 
ParraCity options and a back-of-the-envelope call by Roads and Transport Ministers.  
Demolitions are like Labor's – invalid.  This was a Turnbull obsession as was CLARA 

5. GSC reports - out for discussion, aspects that will be questioned include impracticality of 3 
Cities and “30 Minute City, budget/cost/ of implicit transport projects (too unclear), 
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complementary and innovative options, non-adherence to iA protocols, to lose developer 
interface via developer compacts 

6. UGNSW/successors reform - revision so that it takes the outcomes of proper planning and 
put them to market like Infrastructure UK - to lose its community destruction roles 

7. Second Airport - immediate feasibility testing of Christie/Greiner mainline upgrading v 
extension of SW v West Metro - SW rail sectors to be reserved for freight and logistics 

8. Fast trains - immediate feasibility testing of current in-fill and fringe densification v new 
city at or near Marulan etc, tied to economics of inter-capital fast rail, ACT proposal to be 
re-examined v RG alignment 

9. East Coast logistics - current plans are too late, too derivative, and incomplete v RG long-
standing work on Maldon-Dombarton, container and coal railing, and western Sydney 
employment re-balancing 

10. Expressnet - immediate feasibility of RG proposals for Bondi Beach & Broadway/SydUni 
PRT and extension of tram/trains off the Goanna Bridge to North Ryde and Central/3 unis 
and 2 major shopping centres. 

 
Sydney thus has a set of dud projects that will serve a small percentage of 800,000 or whatever 
new dwellings over just 15 years (NB Corona has changed all numbers, so see the re-planning 
template below), under a planning regime that has no rigor or Eddington-type logic.  The next 
election run-up will feature demolitions, dispossessions, service interruptions, and revelations of 
secret deals, cost overruns and recycled promises – the components of Labor’s “planning stench” 
(BOF). 
 
These points won’t mean much to you but they do tom e and  I offered to sit down with you in 
quiet Q&A sessions: 
 

• Inland Rail - poor business plan, low yields, dangerous as off-Budget 
• Fast trains - Turnbull's CLARA dead, 12 others ridiculous gravy train 
• NW & CBD/Bankstown Metro - 19/20 of costs paid from debt = DUD 
• West Metro - Greiner/Gibbons option ignored, prospects poor 
• St Marys Metro - Morrison's $3.5 billion is a shocking waste 
• Parramatta CBD - tram transit negated by Turnbull, another illegitimate 
• Rozelle - Berejiklian vindictive 20,000 cars extra pd and negating Goanna Bridge 
• WestConnex - eastern portals are both badly pre-planned and impracticable 
• Northern Beaches - 2008 scheme negated over 10 years by Baird, now further delayed by say 

15 years 
• Rozelle 2nd Tunnel - engineering disaster and cannot proceed 
• Morrison's Backyard - broken promises by Berejiklian, Morrison silent 
• Tourism - Revive Blue Mountains defeated by Turnbull & Colbeck 
• Port Botany - tried to trucking dominance, rail a dud 
• Port Kembla - self-delusional but harmed by "Port Botany Club" 
• Port of Newcastle - self-delusional but harmed by Baird & Berejiklian 
• Bankstown Corridor - failure of GSC targets 
• North Shore Corridor - over-densification confusion 
• Eastern Beaches - lack of "expressnets" 
• Yarra Bay faux liner terminal is ridiculous 
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The PM’s promise to “end the (LNP’s) shameful toleration for corruption” which dominated the 
backroom exclusion of society and experts has been compromised to the point that only my 
solutions to the deep blood stains from cruelty and dud projects can expiate the foule pestilence 
of plagiarism, as “appeased”.  Kennedy’s 7 year vendetta against me will end in his tears. 

 
Labor also does not understand that “betterment” does not work, which Greiner realised in 2012 
and I wrote up extensively on OnLineOpinion.  Lucy Turnbull tried a con and I whacked her, and 
he will never succeed unless he restored credibility in “due diligence”:  
 

 
 

 
 

 
Baird created the playground with his promises of shiny toys paid for by asset windfalls – enough 
to work miracles.  He changed Treasury and central agency arrangements so as to smash 
through community resistance.  His Treasury head, Philip Gaetgens, with Kerry Schott, departed 
just before the Sydney Morning Herald passed judgement on the mayhem. 
 
Acts of cruelty 

There was no answer in 2015 or since as in explicitly contrary to “non-action” provisions (below). 
I formally advised the successive subjects of my intentions to seek relief – after the current PM 
and his Department refused six formal requests from mediation, in such terms: 
 

• The highest threshold of “threat of serious injury or death” has been met twice within the purview 
of the Albanese Government. 

• Theft in two forms, stealing and destroying value, with origin by source and cumulative with time 
and oppression 

• Direct intimidation, discrimination, confinement and torture, oppression and malfeasance, 
especially over the recent year, by “locking the door” and hiding from requests for remedy and 
relief in addition to theft 

• Refusal to honour inherited obligations of Turnbull/Morrison re crimes and penalties against 
breaches of probity, humanity and ethics 

• Refusal to recover illegal and discriminatory payments by Morrison that had Kennedy support/ 
involvement especially to Trump, Hillsong and other religions, while depriving me of my own assets 

• Refusal to move on “shameful tolerance of corruption” which is urgent and immediate .. including 
the remedies discussed here to matters outside of NCAC’s timeframe and abilities   
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• Refusal to “repair” explicit corruption and waste in infrastructure programs, and then lie about not 
spending on my initiatives re Corona, bushfire risk, implementation of budget integration with 
climate mitigation programs, and integrity Vs Treasurer promises to meet such needs including 
integrity.  Malfeasance  arises in  several  respects as does maladministration, in my opinion. 

 
It is probable a formal complaint will be lodged with ICAC over  such matters: 
 

Theft & 
Malfeasance 
 
Conspiracy, 
fraud 
 
Berejiklian 
Constance  
Perrottet 
        ê 
Succession to 
iA and 
Albanese 

Economy savings on CBD to 
Bankstown Metro, from my 
published  “Case to Pause” 
(editions from 16 May 2016).   
 
She and Perrottet falsified 
successive Budgets to conceal 
the explicit savings to trackage 
and operations.  iA falsely 
reported benefits.  Albanese has 
praised Perrottet, not  disciplined 
him. 
 

Savings approx. $4 billion which at 
minimal creative-licence level of 5% is $200 
million.  This should have been paid 
quietly but due to dishonesty the works 
are illegitimate.  Auditor-General and ICAC 
should have intervened.  The IP’s value is 
very real. 
 
Albanese, Chalmers and Kennedy are 
explicit supporters of  this and related 
projects and have not exercised political 
or funding leverage. 
 

 
The provisions of anti-corruption, human rights and general governance protocols have been 
summarised under these heads: 
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1. Discrimination 
2. Cruelty (substrate to slavery) 
3. Bullying 
4. Intimidation and harassment 
5. Confinement 

6. Malfeasance 
7. Oppression 
8. Maladministration 
9. Conspiracy including to Defraud 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Acts of Cruelty & Fascism
Stolen IP Compensation

LNP • no response from ANYONE • no response or empathy

PM Albanese • no response or empathy
• appeased LibCons

• no response or empathy
• delibate hardship ignored

Treasurer Chalmers • no response or empathy • no response or empathy

• fascist control of my life • deliberate hardship inflicted

• no response or empathy
• ignored corruption

• no response or empathy

Ministers • no response or empathy • no response or empathy

Senators & MPs • no response or empathy • no response or empathy

Business Council • no response or empathy • no response or empathy

Other Chambers • no response or empathy • no response or empathy

PM&C Gaetjens then 
Davis (continuing)

Acts of Cruelty & Fascism
Social Support Intergenerational Corona response Migration Control City Health Regional Response to climate

LNP Minimal, reactionary Nil Rabble, deceit Disorganised, deceitful Nil

PM Albanese Positive but nominal Nil, ignore L/T indig 

bushfire risk reduction

Strong

Treasury corruption

Treasurer Chalmers Positive but minimal Not obvious

N/A Nil Nil Nil Nil

Ministers Nil Strong medical Strong in patches Minimal Same as PM, Bowen awaited

No resilience

Senators & MPs Nil Strong medical Strong in patches Occasional Nil

No resilience

Business Council Weak on medical Attacked strong Premiers None Nil

No resilience

Other Chambers Some but minimal Minimal Attacked strong Premiers None Nil

Lies abt bust congestion & fast 

trains, ignore real issues

Refuses to "repair" massive 

mistakes and Waste, "no plan"

Same as PM Albanese, 

unsatisfactory

Nil, ignore L/T indig 

bushfire risk reduction

Nil, ignore L/T indig 

bushfire risk reduction

Nil, ignore L/T indig 

bushfire risk reduction

No plan, ignore Newcastle 

NSIP, ignore Biden

No plan, no Budget but worse 

rejected RG 2015 >> > plan

Nil, ignored performance 

corruption

Nil, ignore L/T indig 

bushfire risk reduction

Increase Treasury 

corruption

Nil, ignore L/T indig 

bushfire risk reduction

Some for unemployed & 

pensioners

Patchy, appeased 

Morrison

Patchy, appeased 

Morrison

Critical Issues Integrity PM Albanese promised "end to shameful tolerance of corruption" and Integrity but he and Chalmers are principal agents of rejection of fairness and suppression of better options & repair, kept Kennedy on without merit reviewIntegrity

Budgetary Chalmers showed inexperience in limiting Economic Update, Business Summit and Budget within his competence and Kennedy's corrupt "gifting" perspective, fatally compromising 2022Budgetary
Kennedy has an evident hatred of me going back to 2015 under the Turnbulls and has hurt Australia in so many ways and hindered Integrity fatally

Climate Schizophrenic politics between committing to 2030 targets but refusing to review them plus expanding coal and gas in supporting Morrison in "coal past 2050", not listening to better advice than Treasury is capable of.Climate

Infrastructure Albanese is continuing his previous Ministerial orientation of rejecting Treasury Regs and Due Diligence.  He rejected Eddington's London exemplar even then.  The refusal to repair, to plan, to follow Newcastle and DetroitInfrastructure
principles is deeply concerning.  Port & logistics planning is in a shocking state with poor Newcastle & Kembla MP understanding

Appointments PM&C is apparently not improving the Morrison politicisation through embedding Gaetjens and Kennedy adherents and appointments (example head of Industry) without merit review Appointments
The clear impression is that PM&C's Glyn Davis is appeasing his Queensland compatriot from Beatty's days, Chalmers
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The associated webpage “End of Chalmers at his start?” deals with the systemic perversion of 
standards in Budget 2022  in order to camouflage past blunders and corruption.  Here we look at 
some of the content which has that stamp of Frydenberg incompetence all over it (fully dissected 
at stimulus-stupidity.com and in these pages): 
 
 
BENEFITS:  Gibbons’ productivity ideas & EDDINGTON BEDROCK 

 
After a lifetime of making constructive contributions to my city and country in company with 
great Australians, I find that the strata of governance, business, academe and journalism have lost 
their moral and prudential integrity.  Citizenship was a proud duty which I still hold to, but I see 
political and community leaders who care no longer about Menzies’ notions of “the public 
interest”. 
 
The way that series of “projects” evolved typifies the chaotic and wasteful consequences of 
making “decisions” recommended by Party goons behind closed doors, using taxpayers’ funds as 
though they are Monopoly money, in the absence of a “plan”.  The LNP and Labor walked in step 
in many of the stages across logistics and port deals, land and general taxation, imported trams 
and trains which didn’t work, and “faster” trains which rewarded consultants without laying 
tracks. 
 
That is also the manner of the latest waste of money, the acquisition of US nuclear submarines, 
bases and conventional tanks, a program without a “plan” or community or even parliamentary 
engagement. 
 
My EDDINGTON BEDROCK:  FROM 
CHRISTIE TO GREINER TO GIBBONS 
is a better plan for Sydney 
than it (or any other city) has 
seen, including Bradfield’s 
1915, but with the benefit of 
best data and logic as well as  
hindsight. 
 
Berejiklian birthed the metro 
pattern as a series of  brain 
spasms and panics as I 
attacked her corruption of 
Bradfield in favour of the 
PRC’s  HK Metro company.  
Both Turnbulls and 
Bairdijiklian (using Kennedy) 
followed her as does  
Albanese.  

Berejiklian 
dream: 
supplement 
failed NW

Missing: cross-
regional  transit & 
freight – crippling  
productivity
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A key “missing link” is the 
Hurstville to Strathfield rail 
line which was in Scully’s 
1998 plan on a different 
route (credit to Jacana).   

My idea: using Flexity Swifta 
train/trams from NW crossing 
Main West, Bankstown and 
East Hills to Illawarra would 
allow a re-engineering of 
incredible power at low cost, 
deferring or avoiding the 
Second Harbour Tunnel and 
supporting the new Airport. 

 
Kennedy’s stupidity is well-illustrated by his castration of  the 
economies of Western, South Western and the Illawarra 
economies – and Albanese has maintained the farce for 
illegitimate reasons. 
 
Add to this travesty, the Metro and WestConnex will be out of 
capacity by 2031, Metro 85% standing, WestConnex increases 
local road loads up to 40%, and governments have no provision 
for the longer-term.  The Rozelle intersection will be a world 
laughingstock. 
 
BEDROCK will improve affordability, environment and 
productivity;  while the re-balancing of east/west 
residences/jobs is fundamental – and wrecked by Kennedy and 
Albanese’s Moorebank inter alia. 

 

Berejiklian was lunatic in her jealousy and malice and Albanese also did not listen when I 
developed this in the time he was desperately inventing silly walks, in 2009-11: 

New direction not permitted under the Government’s scheme
(does not represent which will be selected for detailed analysis)

Re-configuring the legacy rail structure towards “Zurich”

Note:
All services proposed by the 
Government can be run under 
option 2, using capacity released in 
the centre for the new services –
without a 2nd Harbour crossing
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Anyone who says “there’s no evidence”, is a fraud  

 
Theft of my ideas started in 1999 and accelerated under Baird and Berejiklian leading on to both 
Turnbulls, Morrison, Frydenberg, Gaetjens and Kennedy.  NSW Urban Growth tried to steal the 
Goanna and was stopped, the executive involved was dismissed.  The Planning Institute tried to 
pinch Creative Reconstruction but backed off.   
 
All thefts as illustrated were documented at sydneyimprovementpolitics.com, “The Value 
Proposition” and in correspondence, Fact Sheets, reports and books.   
 
The valuations in the draft contract which the PM holds are drawn from that website and 
represent an en globo solution, with contributions by the Federal and State Governments going to 
iA’s proposed National Re-Planning trust/pool, with payment for my rights to ideas and reports 
being satisfied smoothly. 
 
Subsequently I will focus on my stated priorities especially the national institute to remember 
forgotten heroes, which will be an open and participative framework with top board and sector 
expert panels.  This will be world famous and include Brown and Fitzgerald as prominent among 
the founders of the Labor 1890s movement onwards, with Nugget Coombes also being a priority 
as with Menzies’ engineers.  (Many others have substantial biographies and so would not be 
included.) 
 
The individual projects in the schedule such as the Tim Fisher Refresher would be the 
Government’s to pursue having paid for them, with me guiding as required.  I intend to “rescue 
iA” and take it to a higher level, it is in a sad state at the moment. 
 
Please note that this solution set is a win-win for the Albanese Government, with minimal risk to 
the States and Territories.  It sees me off if done well.  OK?  (The NSW contribution to the iA 
National Replanning Trust would cover their contributions to my stolen IP .) 
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• Climate Council & links to budget 
reform (OECD Eddo Christie Me)

• Budget reform w OECD – killed 
corruptly by Kennedy x 8 years, 
will reduce waste/ debt / 
cronyism, strengthen regions via 
Newcastle NSIP

• Bushfire Risk Reduction via 
8,000 indig rangers, carefully 
planned


